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A Chat with the DJ – Nigel Dawson 

 
MB..   You Have very kindly agreed to do a mix for the podcast but I feel its 
always good for listeners to get to know you a little with a 5 step Q & A.. 
So we know that you play the deep, melodic and progressive style but when 
did you start to DJ and what made you take the step from punter to player ?? 
(as in the DJ kind) 
 
ND: 
 
Playing my first ever production dominion the gate at the cross and watching it 
go off... bliss 
 
MB..  If you can share one musical memory with us, as a DJ or punter, which 
has lodged itself in the memory bank, what is it?? 
 
ND: 
 
my first gig at renaissance.. warming up for a bloke called sasha i didn't even 
know who he was... sheltered life lol.. was first time i heard him play.. i was like 
humm… not bad hehe. After that the word trainspotting came about i think that 
was me that got it started... 
 
MB: What are your 5 all time significantly important and memorable house 
tracks, ever….. The ones which you hear and it takes you to a time and place 
and just makes you smile !!!!! 
 
ND: 
 
hard to pick 5 from so many but jaco show some love definitely first... was a 

proper tune.. whatever that means justin robertsons mix of bjork big time 
sensuality...it was playing when i walked into venue 44 after doing my first ever 
gig somewhere else at 4am...totally blew me away.. digweeds for what you 
dream of...being there at the club first time it got played...sashas feel the drop 
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on his bmx thing.. shivers...dave seamans mix of horse....a special track.. 
 
 
MB..  What is your favourite place in the world and what makes it so special to 
you ?? 
 
ND: 
 
My fav place in the world is obviously Sydney and why i think thats obvious... 
xxx 
 
 
 
 


